Tutorial on Military Investigations
2 September 2019, The Hague, Netherlands
In conjunction with ISASI Annual Seminar September 3rd – 6th

Objectives of Tutorial
This tutorial aims to have another gathering of international Military Accident Investigators to share knowledge on their respective capabilities, experiences, processes and procedures with a view to the development of future relationships and common practices. It follows the inaugural meeting of the European Military Air Safety Investigators Forum which took place April 2013, Military Air Safety Investigation Tutorials were held during ISASI 2013, ISASI 2015, ISASI 2016, ISASI 2017 and ISASI 2018 and the Military Aviation Safety Workshop April 2016 in Albuquerque (USA). ISASI’s theme this year is “Future Safety: Has the past become irrelevant?” These forums/tutorials draw a growing number of military investigators from across Europe, Australia, North America and Asia seeking to share their safety lessons.

The other goal of linking this tutorial to the 50th ISASI seminar is to benefit from the experience gained by the civil counterparts over the years. Participants to the tutorial are encouraged to register for the ISASI Seminar that will continue on September 3rd to 5th, 2019 in The Hague, The Netherlands.

The main outputs of the presentations and discussions of this workshop will also be presented during the ISASI plenary session.

Contributions to Tutorial
If you are interested in contributing to this tutorial, please send a short abstract to Stuart Oliver DSA-DAIB-AIR-SO1@mod.gov.uk and to Jim Roberts james.w.roberts3@boeing.com. The format of the presentations is flexible (no formal papers requested) in order to build an interactive programme on this specific topic.

Important Dates

- 7 June 2019: Abstract on contribution due
- 5 July 2019: Contributions selected for presentation announced
- 2 August 2019: Presentations due
- 3rd – 5th September: ISASI Seminar, The Hague, The Netherlands